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Abstract

NFS suffers from its lack of an explicit cache-consistency protocol. The Spritely NFS experiment, which grafted Sprite’s cache-consistency protocol onto NFS, showed that this could improve NFS performance and consistency, but failed to address the issue of server crash recovery. Several crash recovery mechanisms have been implemented for use with network file systems, but most of these are too complex to fit easily into the NFS design. I propose a simple recovery protocol that requires almost no client-side support, and guarantees consistent behavior even if the network is partitioned. This proves that one need not endure a stateless protocol for the sake of a simple implementation.

I also tidy up some loose ends that were not addressed in the original experiment, but which must be dealt with in a real system.
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1. Introduction

NFS has been extremely successful, in large part because it is so simple and easily implemented. The NFS “stateless server” dogma makes implementation easy because the server need not maintain any (non-file) state between RPCs, and so need not recover state after a crash.

Statelessness is not inherently good. Since many NFS operations are non-idempotent and might be retried due to a communication failure, to get reasonable performance and “better correctness” the server must cache the results of recent transactions [8]. Such cache state is not normally recovered after a crash, although this exposes the client to a possible idempotency failure.

A more serious problem with NFS statelessness is that it forces a tradeoff between inter-client cache consistency and client file-write performance. In order to avoid inconsistencies visible to client applications, NFS client implementations (by tradition, rather than specification) force any delayed writes to the server when a file is closed. This ensures that when clients use the following sequence:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Writer} & : & \text{Reader} \\
\text{open()} & & \text{open()} \\
\text{write()} & & \text{read()} \\
\text{close()} & & \text{close()}
\end{align*}
\]

the reader will see the most recent data, if the writer and reader explicitly synchronize so that the reader’s open takes place after the writer’s close.

Unfortunately, this means that the close operation is synchronous with the server’s disk. Since most files are small [2, 11], this means that most file writes effectively become synchronous with the server’s disk, and NFS clients spend much of their time waiting for disk writes to complete. Also, although many files have very short lifetimes and are never shared, and need never leave the client’s cache, NFS forces them to the server’s disk and so wastes a lot of effort. Finally, NFS does not guarantee any form of cache consistency for simultaneous write-sharing, with the result that occasional consistency errors plague NFS users.

The Sprite file system [10] solves these problems by introducing an explicit cache-consistency protocol. The fundamental observation is that write-sharing is rare, and can be detected by the server if clients report file opens and closes (not done in NFS), so the write-through-on-close policy can be eliminated. Instead, when write-sharing does occur, Sprite turns off all client caching for the affected file, and thus provides true consistency between client hosts.

2. Goals and design philosophy

Before describing the changes I propose for Spritely NFS, I want to briefly list the goals that I think such a system should meet:
• **Simplicity:** Spritely NFS was a successful experiment partly because it required minimal changes to an NFS implementation, and almost no changes to any other code. Any improved version should avoid unnecessary complexity, especially on the client side.

• **Consistency:** Spritely NFS should provide guaranteed cache consistency at all times. A partial guarantee is no improvement on NFS, since an application cannot make use of a partially-guaranteed property.

• **Performance:** Spritely NFS is not worth doing unless its performance, even with recovery, is better than that of NFS. While Spritely NFS also promises better consistency, that in itself would not convince many users to switch.

• **Reliability:** Spritely NFS should be no less reliable than NFS or the local Unix file system. (Note that I am satisfied with matching the lesser of these reliabilities in a given situation; NFS is sometimes, but not always, more reliable than a local Unix file system, and Spritely NFS sometimes must give up these NFS properties.)

• **No-brainer operation:** System managers should not need to do anything special to manage a Spritely NFS system. In particular, they should not need to adjust parameter values.

• **Incremental adoption:** Spritely NFS clients should interoperate with NFS servers, and vice versa. Otherwise, users will not have much of an incentive to adopt Spritely NFS, since this would mean replacing large parts of their infrastructure all at once.

### 3. Review of Spritely NFS

Spritely NFS [15] was an experiment to show that a Sprite-like consistency protocol could be grafted onto NFS, and to show that the performance advantage of Sprite over NFS was in large part due to the consistency mechanism rather than other differences between Sprite and Unix®. In this section I will summarize the design of Spritely NFS.

Two new client-to-server RPC calls are added to the basic NFS suite, *open* and *close*. The *open* call includes a mode argument that tells the server whether the client is writing the file or just reading it.

The NFS server is augmented with a "state table," recording the consistency state of each currently-open file. In Spritely NFS, this state table is relevant only to the *open* and *close* RPCs; all other client RPCs are handled exactly as in NFS. When a client issues an *open* RPC, the server makes an entry in its state table and then decides, based on other state table information, if the specified open-mode conflicts with uses by other clients. If the *open* is conflict free, the server (via the RPC return value) notifies the client that it can cache the file. Otherwise, the client is not allowed to cache the file.

In some cases, a conflict may arise after a client has opened a file and has been allowed to cache it. For example, the first client host might open a file for write, and be allowed to cache it, and then a second host might open the same file. At this point, in order to maintain consistency, the first client must stop caching the file.
For this reason, Spritely NFS adds server-to-client “callback” RPCs to the NFS protocol. When a server decides that a client must stop caching a file, it does a callback to inform the client. A client with cached dirty blocks may have to write these blocks back to the server before replying to the callback RPC.

Spritely NFS clients need not write-through dirty blocks when a file is closed. The server keeps track of closed-dirty files and can ask the client to write the blocks back if another client opens the file for reading, but otherwise the writer client can write the blocks back at its own leisure. A client with closed-dirty blocks might even remove the file before the blocks are written back, thus avoiding wasted effort.

4. Loose ends in Spritely NFS

Besides lacking support for recovery, Spritely NFS failed to address a few other issues that need to be solved in a real system. I will propose solutions for these before describing the recovery protocol, since some of these issues complicate the basic recovery mechanism.

4.1. Dealing with ENOSPC

One problem with the delayed-write-after-close policy is that one or more of these writes might fail. In NFS, since the client implementation forces all writes to the server before responding to the close system call, an application which checks the return value from both write and close calls will always know of any write failures. Not so in Spritely NFS, since the failure might occur long after the application has released its descriptor for the file (or even after the application has exited). This could cause trouble for applications that do not explicitly flush their data to disk.

There are three categories of error that can occur on a client-to-server write operation:

1. **Communications failure**: the network is partitioned or the server crashes, and the RPC times out before the failure is repaired.

2. **Server disk hardware error**: the disk write operation fails, or the disk fails after the write completes.

3. **Server out of disk space**: no space is available on the server disk.

The first error can be turned into a delay by simply retrying the RPC until the server responds. If the client crashes in the interim, then the dirty block is lost … but this is no different from a normal local-filesystem delayed write in Unix.

The second error is not generally solvable, even by a strict write-through policy. It is true that the NFS approach will report detectable write failures, but these are increasingly rare (because techniques such as bad-block replacement can mask them). Again, normal Unix local-filesystem semantics does not prevent this kind of error from occurring long after a file has been closed.

---

1This is not true if the client uses a “soft mount,” which turns RPC timeouts into errors rather than retries. Soft mounts are generally thought of as living dangerously, although delaying writes after a close does make them even more dangerous. Perhaps soft-writes-after-close should be made “harder” as long as the client has enough buffer cache to avoid interference with other operations.
The third error (ENOSPC, in Unix terms) is the tricky one. We want to report these to the application, because it might want to recover from the condition, and because there is no obvious way for the underlying file system mechanism to recover from ENOSPC. (Also, unlike the other two kinds of errors, one cannot avoid ENOSPC errors through fault-tolerance techniques.)

My understanding is that Sprite does not completely solve this problem; that is, Sprite applications can believe their writes are safe but the delayed writes pile up in a volatile cache because the server is out of space. I would be curious to know if and how AFS deals with this (although in AFS, the client cache is "stable" and so the consequences are less urgent).

I propose solving the ENOSPC problem by changing the Spritely NFS close RPC to reserve disk space for the remaining dirty blocks. That is, when a dirty file is closed, the client counts up the number of dirty bytes and requests that the server reserve that much disk space for the file. The server may respond with an ENOSPC error at this point, in which case the client can revert to a write-through on close policy (note that we will allow the server to respond to close with ENOSPC even when enough space does exist, so the client should attempt the writes and report an error to the application only if a write actually fails.).

If a client, after it has obtained a reservation, decides it does not need to write back some of the dirty blocks (because it instead removes or truncates the file), it can issue a release RPC to release part or all of a reservation. Note that a write RPC might not actually change the size of a file, so once the last dirty block is gone from the client, the client must set the reservation to zero with a release RPC\(^2\) (release might be implemented as close with a reservation request equal to zero.)

When a server receives a reservation request, attached to a close RPC, it should arrange with the underlying disk file system to reserve some of the remaining free space for the file in question. (If the space is not available, the server responds to the close with ENOSPC.) The file system need not actually allocate space on disk for the reservation; rather, it only needs to keep a count of the number of free bytes and the number of reserved bytes, and ensure that the difference never becomes negative.

The server keeps track of a file’s reservation in its state table entry. When a server handles a write RPC for a closed file, it decrements the reservation, and does a special kind of write to the underlying file system that tells the file system to decrement the count of reserved bytes\(^3\). If a client in the closed-dirty state tries to write more blocks than its reservation allows, the writes will fail (this is to prevent cheating and inconsistencies in the reservation count). Note that a client which has not asked for a reservation can write blocks as long as non-reserved space exists in the file system. Note also that the underlying file system must prevent local applications from allocating disk space if the non-reserved space drops to zero.

---

\(^2\)The original Spritely NFS design does not have an explicit operation to cause a transition from the closed-dirty state to the closed state. This could cause the server’s state table to fill up. In the original system, the plan was that the server would do a callback to force the transition, if necessary. The release RPC solves this problem.

\(^3\)The count is decremented by the amount of space actually allocated in the file system, not the size of the write. This avoids a double decrement of the reservation when a write RPC is retried.
If a client crashes while holding a reservation, or simply never makes use of it, the space could be tied up indefinitely. Thus, the server should set a time limit on any reservation grant (perhaps in proportion to the number of blocks reserved; if a client reserves space for a billion bytes, it is unlikely that they could all be written back within a short interval. A server might also refuse to honor a reservation for more than a few second’s worth of disk writes). When the time limit expires and space is low, the server can reclaim the reservation by doing a callback (to force the client to write back the dirty blocks).

A client that fails to respond to the callback, perhaps because of a network partition, might end up being unable to write dirty blocks if the server reclaims its reservation. Since a partition might last arbitrarily long, there is not much that can be done about this: conceptually, this is the same as a disk failure. However, to avoid provoking this problem, a server might refrain from reclaiming timed-out reservations as long as sufficient free space remains.

One subtle problem can occur with this scheme if two processes on one client are writing the same file. After one successfully closes the file (i.e., the server grants a reservation), if the other client extends the file so much that the server runs out of disk space, some part of the file might not be written to the server. This is not an entirely contrived example; the file might be a ‘log,’ appended to by multiple processes. The client implementation can preserve correct semantics in such a case by ordering the disk writes so that none of the blocks dirtied after the close are written to the server before the other dirty blocks of that file.

4.2. Directory caching

Spritely NFS did not address the issue of directory caching. This is important because a large fraction of NFS traffic consists of directory lookups and listings. Many NFS implementations cache directory entries, but because NFS has no consistency protocol these caches must time out quickly and can nevertheless become inconsistent.

Recent measurements on Sprite suggests that it is better to cache (and invalidate) entire directories rather than individual entries, since a directory is often the region of exploitable locality of reference [14]. This nicely matches the Spritely NFS model; the client simply does an open on a directory before doing readdir RPCs, and keeps the result of the readdir in a cache. When the client removes a directory from its cache, it does a close RPC to inform the server. If another client modifies the directory (using an RPC such as create, remove, rename, etc.), then the server does a callback to cause the first client to invalidate its cache.

One open issue is whether a client should write-through any changes (i.e., creations, renames, or removals), or if directory changes can be done using write-behind. My hunch is that the latter is far more complex, especially because it makes it much harder to provide the failure-atomicity guarantee that Unix has traditionally attempted for directory operations. If only write-through is allowed, then open on a directory always allows the client to cache; it serves solely to inform the server of which clients might need callbacks when an entry is changed.

In order to avoid the potential for thrashing that would result if a large shared directory was continually being modified by several clients, when a directory is invalidated (via a callback) the
client should remember this and not re-cache the directory for a period of several minutes. That is, when an invalidate occurs, the client should close the directory (so that the server will not need to do further callbacks) and not cache the result of readdir during the inhibition period.

There are a few issues that arise which prevent a client from simply replacing a bunch of lookup RPCs with one readdir:

- **Lack of attributes and filehandle information:** The NFS lookup RPC returns a filehandle and file attributes value that is not returned by readdir.

- **Lack of symbolic link values:** If the directory entry is a symbolic link, the client must do a readlink to resolve the reference.

- **Extra delay:** When a client wants to lookup one entry in a large directory, it should not have to wait for the server to provide the entire directory contents before continuing.

Together, these suggest the following approach, assuming a cold cache:

1. The client starts by doing the lookup RPC that it would normally do.
2. In parallel, it performs an open RPC and then a readdir RPC (or a series of readdir RPCs, if the directory is large) to load the directory into the cache.
3. The result of the lookup is inserted into the cache, in such a way that it can be invalidated if the server does a callback on this directory.
4. If the lookup indicates that the file is a symbolic link, the client does a readlink and inserts that into the cache.

Once the directory is opened, the client can cache the results of lookup and readdir RPCs, since if anyone else modifies the directory the client will receive a callback.

One would think that doing the readdir RPC is unnecessary, since the information returned by readdir does not obviate the need to do lookup (and perhaps readlink). This is not entirely true; the reason is that applications (especially the shells) often attempt to lookup files that do not exist. Without the full set of names in the directory cache, the client cannot avoid going to the server to lookup these non-existent names. The consistency guarantee provided by Spritely NFS ensures that such “negative” caching is accurate, and so many lookup RPCs can be avoided.

### 4.3. Caching attributes for unopened files

Spritely NFS provided consistency for file attributes (length, protection, modification time, etc.) only for open files. Clients, however, often use the attributes of files that they won’t (or can’t) open; commands such as `make`, `ls -l`, or `du` fall into this category. Because such commands are so frequent, NFS implementations are forced to provide “attribute caching” using a probabilistic consistency mechanism: cached attributes time out after a few seconds. The timeout is often based on the age of the file; for files that have not recently been modified, the timeout is extended.

---

4 This is one of those parameters that I wanted to avoid, but it can be set fairly long because during this period the directory will simply revert to the normal uncached NFS behavior. Traces of real directory activity might help here.
Experience with NFS has shown that such weak consistency usually sufficient, because relatively few applications depend on strong consistency for unopened files. (Weak attribute-consistency on open files causes errors when two client hosts simultaneously attempt to append to the same file, since they have an inconsistent view of the length of the file.)

It is possible to support strong consistency in Spritely NFS, by providing a mode of the open RPC that says “I am reading the attributes of this file, not its data.” A client would be allowed to open a file for attributes-read even if it were not allowed to open it for data-read, just as in the local Unix file system.

Any attempt to change the attributes of a file would cause the server to do an implicit “open for attributes-write,” causing the appropriate callbacks to invalidate cached attributes. That is, there is no explicit open-for-attribute-write operation, because explicit attribute-writes are rare. Implicit attribute modification, such as a file length change caused by a write RPC, does cause a cache-invalidation callback, but the invalidation should happen only once per open-for-attributes-read.

A client will often want to read the attributes for all the files in a directory, and it does not make sense to read each of them one using a separate RPC. For this reason, and also to streamline the recovery process (see section 6.3), the Spritely NFS open RPC could allow “batched” operation, taking a list of files to open rather than just one. (Note that the open RPC returns the current attributes, so there is no need to do a subsequent getattr RPC.)

John Ousterhout suggests that a new form of the readdir RPC be added, which instead of just returning a set of file names would return a set of (file name, file attributes) pairs. An attempt by another client to modify any of the files would cause a callback referring to the directory, rather to the file itself. This might be tricky to implement because the server would have to maintain a map between files and the directories that reference them, and the client would have to manage two different kinds of cached attributes.

A more straightforward approach would be to use a new statdir RPC, which returns a set of (file name, file attributes, file handle, caching info) tuples. Effectively, the client would open all the files in the directory for attributes-read access, and would obtain all the attribute values at the same time. Given the 8k byte limit on NFS RPC packets, in one RPC a client could read all the names and attributes for a directory containing about 60 entries. The problem with this approach is that it forces the client to close each of these file handles at some subsequent point. A batched form of the close RPC would avoid excess network traffic, although the client code to decide when to close a set of attributes might be rather involved.

It is not clear that strong consistency is really necessary, and it appears to be expensive to provide. However, it is feasible and if supported by the protocol, it could be enabled at the client’s option. (A client that does not participate would not cause inconsistencies in other client caches, since all explicit attribute changes are write-through.)
4.4. Unmounting a server filesystem

A system manager sometimes must ‘‘unmount’’ a local file system at a file server, either to work on that file system or to cleanly shut down the entire system. With NFS, this is no problem; the unmounted file system looks like a dead server, so the client simply keeps trying. With delayed-write-after-close, however, one would like the client to be able to get the dirty blocks onto the disk before unmounting it (lest the client go down before the disk is mounted again).

More generally, the clients should discover that the file system is being unmounted, so that the server can release file references for those files that are no longer actually open. In standard Unix local-filesystem practice, one cannot unmount a file system with active references. One could preserve this behavior in Spritely NFS, but that would make system management more complex (although Spritely NFS, unlike NFS, can tell the system manager exactly which clients are using a file system). Or, one could implement an option to the unmount operation that would force clients to close their open files.

Since a Spritely NFS server can issue callbacks to its clients, it is fairly easy to implement whatever policy seems most appropriate. When the local file system receives an unmount request, it should call a special routine in the Spritely NFS server to say ‘‘this file system is about to be unmounted.’’ Spritely NFS can then do callbacks to all clients with open files on that file system, simply to force them to write back their dirty blocks, or to force them to close their files. Once this is done, Spritely NFS returns control to the local-disk file system, which can then proceed with the unmount operation.

One possible approach is that the ‘‘unmount’’ callback causes the clients to act as if the server for this file system is down. Once the disk is remounted, the server can then enter into a simplified version of the recovery protocol (described in section 6.3); in the meantime, the server can release all its state-table references into the file system (because they will be rebuilt during the recovery phase, just as if the server had crashed and rebooted).

5. Overview of the recovery protocol

Several different recovery mechanisms might have been used for Spritely NFS. The original recovery mechanism used in Sprite [17] depends on a facility implemented in the RPC layer, that allows the clients and servers to keep track of the up/down state of their peers. When a client sees a server come up, the Sprite layer then reopens all of its files.

This approach provides more general recovery support than is needed for Spritely NFS, and it has several drawbacks. First, it would require changes to the RPC protocol now used with NFS, some additional overhead on each RPC call, and some additional timer manipulation on the client. In other words, it complicates the client implementation, which is something we wish to avoid. Second, recent experience at Berkeley [4] has shown that such a ‘‘client-centric’’ approach can cause massive congestion of a recovering server. Sun RPC has no way to flow-control the actions of lots of independent clients (a negative-acknowledgement mechanism was added to Sprite’s RPC protocol to avoid server congestion [4]).
Third, the server has no way of knowing for sure when all the clients have contacted it; even if all the clients actually respond quickly, the server still must wait for the longest reasonable client timeout interval in case some client hasn’t yet tried to recover. This can make fast recovery impossible. Fourth, if a partition occurs during the recovery phase, partitioned clients may never discover that they have inconsistent consistency state.

Another possible approach is the ‘‘leases’’ mechanism [6]. A lease is a promise from the server to the client that, for a specified period of time, the client has the right to cache a file. The client must either renew the lease or stop caching the file before the lease expires. Since the server controls the maximum duration of a lease, recovery is trivial: once rebooted, the server simply refuses to issue any new leases for a period equal to the maximum lease duration. A server will renew existing leases during this period (which works as long as clients do not cheat); the clients will continually retry lease renewals at the appropriate interval. Once the recovery period has expired, no old lease can conflict with any new lease, and so no server state need be rebuilt.

The problem with leases is that they do not easily support write-behind. Consider what can happen if a client holding dirty data is partitioned from the server during the recovery phase (not an unlikely event, since a network router or bridge might be knocked out by the same problem that causes a server crash), or if the server is simply too overloaded to renew all the leases before they expire. In such a case, the client is left holding the bag; the server will have honored its promise not to issue a conflicting lease, but will not have given the client a useful chance to write back its dirty data before a conflict might result.

Another potential problem with leases is that the duration of a lease is a parameter that must be chosen by the server. The correct choice of this parameter is a compromise between the amount of lease-renewal traffic and the period during which a recovering server cannot issue new leases, and it is unlikely that the average system manager will be able to make the right choice. The original Sprite protocol has a similar parameter, the interval between ‘‘are you alive’’ null RPCs, which again trades off extra traffic against the duration of the recovery phase. We would like to avoid all unnecessary parameters in the protocol, since these force people to make choices that might well be wrong. (Also, timer-based mechanisms require increased timer complexity on the client.)

The current proposal is a ‘‘server-centric’’ mechanism, similar to one being implemented for Sprite, that relies on a small amount of non-volatile state maintained by the server [1]. The idea is that in normal operation, the server keeps track of which clients are using Spritely NFS; during recovery, the server then contacts these clients and tells them what to do. Since the recovery phase is entirely controlled by the server, there is less chance for congestion (the server controls the rate at which its resources are used). More important, the client complexity is minimal: rather than managing timers and making decisions, all client behavior during recovery is in response to server instructions. That is, the clients require no autonomous ‘‘intelligence’’ to participate in the recovery protocol.

For this to work, the use of stable storage for server state must be quite limited, both in space and in update rate. The rate of reads need not be limited, since a volatile cache can satisfy those with low overhead. Stable storage might be kept in a non-volatile RAM (NVRAM) (such as PrestoServe™), but if the update rate is low enough it is just as easy to keep this in a small disk.
file, managed by a daemon process. Updates to this disk file might delay certain RPC responses by a few tens of milliseconds, but (as you will see) such updates are extremely rare.

6. Details of the recovery protocol

6.1. Normal operation

The stable storage used in this protocol is simply a list of client hosts, with a few extra bits of information associated with each client. One is a flag saying if this client is an NFS client or a Spritely NFS client. Only Spritely NFS clients participate in the recovery protocol, but we keep a list of NFS clients because this could be quite useful to a system manager. Another flag records whether the client was unresponsive during a recovery phase or callback RPC; this allows us to report to the client all network partitions, once they are healed.

During normal operation, the server maintains the client list by monitoring all RPC operations. If a previously unknown client makes an open RPC, then it is obviously a Spritely NFS system. If a previously unknown client makes any file-manipulating RPC before doing an open, then it is an NFS client. One can devise a set of procedures to handle the cases of clients that start out using one protocol and switch to the other (perhaps as the result of a reboot); that is covered in section 7.1.

The client list changes only when a new client arrives (or changes between NFS and Spritely NFS). This is an extremely rare event (most servers are never exposed to more than a few hundred clients) and so it does not matter how expensive it is. My assumption is that it is comparable in cost to a few disk accesses; that is, not noticeable compared to the basic cost of an open or file access.

On the other hand, the server must check the cached copy of the client list on almost every RPC. This should be doable in a very few instructions, if the client list is kept in the right sort of data structure (such as a broad hash table). The overhead should be less than is required to maintain the usual NFS transaction cache.

Note that the server’s volatile copy of the client list need not contain the entire list of clients, but could be managed as an LRU cache, as long as it is big enough to contain the working set of active clients. This might conserve memory if there are a lot of inactive clients on the list.

If a client fails to respond to a callback (or during the recovery phase, described later) then the server marks it as ‘‘embargoed.’’ This could be because the client has crashed, but it might be because the client has been partitioned from the server. When an embargoed client tries to contact the server, the server responds with a callback RPC to inform the client that it was partitioned during an operation that might have invalidated its consistency state; once the client replies to this callback RPC, the server clears the embargoed bit\(^5\). The client thus knows that its state is inconsistent, and can take action to repair things (or at least report the problem to the user).

\(^5\)And returns an error response to the original RPC?
Some additional design work is required to figure out how best to reestablish a consistent state after an embargo is lifted. One approach would be to follow a “scorched earth” policy, in which both the client and server return to an initial condition. However, it is probably possible (using generation numbers) for a client to detect which of its open or cached files are still consistent, and only scorch those files which actually have conflicts. The “reintegration” techniques used in the Coda system [13] might also prove useful.

6.2. Client crash recovery

When a client crashes and reboots, the server will be left believing that it has files open even though it does not. This could lead to false conflicts and thus reduced caching. The server will discover some false conflicts when it does a callback and the client says “but I don’t have that file open.” In other cases the false conflict would not cause a callback (i.e., if caching is already disabled). Also, these “false opens” clutter up the server’s state table and space reservation count.

A client can ameliorate these problems by issuing a special “I just rebooted” RPC the first time it mounts each file system after a reboot. The server uses this RPC to force a close on all the files that were open from that client, and also to reclaim all disk space reserved for that client’s dirty blocks. (If the client uses non-volatile RAM technology to keep dirty blocks across a crash, it should also use it to preserve a list of all dirty file handles, and write back the dirty blocks before sending the “I just rebooted” RPC.)

If a client reboots while a server is down (or unreachable because of a network partition), the client simply keeps retrying its mount operation until the server recovers (or becomes reachable), just as is done in NFS.

6.3. The server recovery phase

When a server crashes and reboots, it enters a recovery phase consisting of several steps. The server herds the clients through these steps by issuing a series of recovery-specific callback RPCs, each of which requires a simple response from the client. The steps are:

1. Read the client list from stable storage: The server obtains the client list from stable storage and loads it into a volatile cache.

2. Initiate recovery: The server contacts each Spritely NFS client on the client list\(^6\). The callback tells the client that the recovery phase is starting; until the recovery termination step is complete, clients are not allowed to do new opens or closes, and cannot perform any data operations on existing files.

When a client responds to this RPC, the server knows that the client is participating in the recovery protocol; clients that do not respond are marked as embargoed.

---

\(^6\)Should it contact embargoed clients? If so, then we need to let the client know at this point that it has already been embargoed, and that will complicate the rest of the recovery process. If not, then the damage from a partition may be compounded even further. Simplicity, and an aversion to incurring timeouts, suggests that we should not bother to contact already-embargoed clients at this point.
During the rest of recovery, embargoed clients are ignored and we can assume that the other clients will respond promptly, but during this step long timeouts may be needed. On the other hand, this step can be done for all clients in parallel, so the worst-case length of this step is only slightly longer than the maximum timeout period for deciding that a client is down or partitioned.

At the end of this step, we can update the stable-storage client list to reflect our current notion of each client’s status.

3. **Rebuild consistency state**: The server contacts each non-embargoed client and instructs it to reopen all of the files that it currently has open, using the same open-mode (read-only or read-write) that was used before. If the clients do not cheat, the resulting opens will have no conflicts, since before the server crashed there were no conflicts and no new opens could have taken place since the crash.

Since each server may have to open multiple files, and since file-open operations are moderately expensive (requiring manipulation of the state table), the server may want to do these callbacks serially rather than in parallel (or semi-parallel, to limit the load to a reasonable value). This should not result in too much delay, since we are reasonably sure that the clients involved will respond.

Note that a client may hold dirty blocks for files that it does not actually have “open”. This means that there must be a special mode of the open RPC, used only for “reopening” closed-dirty files. It might be better to define a special reopen RPC that allows the client to reopen several files in a single network interaction. Otherwise, the RPC layer could become the bottleneck during recovery. (Or, the basic open RPC could allow batched operation, which might be useful in providing consistent attributes caching as in section 4.3.)

A client responds to this callback only when it has successfully reopened all of its open files. If a client fails to respond, then the server marks it as embargoed and updates the stable-storage list.

Once this phase is done, the server has a complete and consistent state table, listing all of the open and closed-dirty files.

4. **Terminate recovery**: The final step is to contact each client to inform it that recovery is over. Once a client receives this RPC, it can do any operation it wants. As in the recovery initiation step, the server can do these callbacks in parallel, but in any case the clients are unlikely to timeout so the duration of this step should be brief.

One issue that I have not yet considered is what might happen if a server crashes during its recovery phase. It may be that a simple crash-generation number scheme, passed with the crash-recovery callbacks, will allow the clients to keep track of what is really going on.

### 6.4. Log-based recovery

Because the recovery protocol is server-centric, it leaves the implementor of the server a lot of freedom to choose different strategies. V. Srinivasan has pointed out that nothing in the protocol prevents the server from using additional stable storage to obviate part or all of the recovery protocol.
The server could, for example, log all opens and closes to stable storage. Since the “open lifetime” of files is fairly short (often less than 100 milliseconds [2]) it would not make sense to log every such event to disk. Instead, the server could keep the head of the log in NVRAM, which would allow it to elide the short-lived opens before writing the log to the disk. Some sort of log-cleaning algorithm, analogous to that required by a log-structured file system [12], would be necessary. Alternatively, the on-disk information could be structured as a database, which would take more work to update but which would not need cleaning. Using the log or database, the server could recover its consistency state without any help from the clients.

A much simpler approach would be to keep track, in the client list, of those clients that have any files open at all. During crash recovery, the server could ignore any client known to have no open files, thus speeding recovery and perhaps avoiding timeouts for clients that have been removed from service. This modification would increase the update rate for the stable-storage copy of client list. However, the server could delay the update on a client’s last close, anticipating a subsequent open in the near future, because this would not affect the correct behavior of the recovery protocol. A delay interval of, say, one minute would probably avoid almost all extra updates without significantly increasing the cost of recovery.

6.5. Recovery and the ENOSPC problem

Since the server host’s count of reserved disk blocks may be updated quite often, it does not make sense to keep it in stable storage. (Maintaining a stable accurate value could approximately double the latency of disk writes for closed-dirty files.) Instead, we can recompute this value during the recovery phase. When recovery starts, we set the value to zero. We then have the clients tell us what their reservation needs are, either by an extra argument to the RPC call for “reopening” closed-dirty files, or perhaps by having the client also explicitly close those files (since the close RPC always carries a reservation request). Once recovery is done, we have a consistent count of the total reservation requirements.

Note that during recovery, a client cannot simply request a reservation for the number of dirty blocks it currently holds, because this number might have increased since the server crashed. Instead, the client must remember the reservation it has left as the result of a normal close RPC, and use this value when “re-opening” a closed-dirty file.

If the network is partitioned during recovery, we might end up in a state where the server does not know of a client’s reservation requirements, and so gives the space away once recovery is over. If the partition heals, we may discover that no conflicting open prevents the embargoed client from writing its dirty blocks, but there is no longer any space to hold them.

One (rather crude) approach to this problem is to set aside some disk space in anticipation of this problem. For example, some file systems, such as the Berkeley Fast File System [9], reserve a certain amount of free space in order to obtain better performance. This so-called “minfree zone,” which can be used by super-user processes on normal Unix systems, might also be employed to store blocks written back from embargoed clients. However, this is at best a stopgap solution and can lead to some tricky management problems: what do you do when this space runs out?
6.6. Multiple file systems exported by one server host

NFS servers traditionally export more than one file system; a large server might export dozens of file systems. This allows a network manager to reconfigure servers without broad disruption, and to tailor security controls according to the nature of the data being protected.

The recovery protocol described in this paper is most simply understood as applying to each individual file system. That has two implications:

1. One client list is maintained for each file system, not just one for each server host.
2. The steps in the recovery protocol must be repeated for each file system exported by a server. (The server should not attempt to contact clients that failed to respond during an earlier iteration.)

The latter requirement is not actually a serious problem. The initial and final phases, during which all clients are contacted in parallel, can be done in parallel for the various file systems. The number of packets exchanged in these steps will increase, but the number of packets exchanged as the clients reopen their files will not be affected.

The former requirement increases the amount of storage space needed to keep client lists, both stable storage and in-memory cache. Since these lists are not likely to be very large, keeping one for each file system should not be too wasteful. The alternative, keeping one list for the entire server, could add run-time complexity, since it is conceivable that a given client might mount one file system via Spritely NFS, and another file system from the same server via pure NFS. This would force the server to use a complex data structure to represent a client list, reducing the incentive to keep one list instead of several.

It is tempting to try to avoid these requirements by making the recovery protocol messages express things in terms of server hosts rather than server file systems. That is, the three callback types used in the recovery process inform a client that it should perform a particular function for all the files opened from a specified server host, rather than a specified file system. I believe this will work, but some problems might be lurking in the background.

7. Simultaneous mixing of NFS and Spritely NFS hosts

I argued that without a path for incremental adoption, users will have little incentive to install Spritely NFS, because all-at-once changeovers cause major disruption. A sudden change to a new, untried system makes system managers nervous.

Spritely NFS clients and server can easily coexist with pure NFS hosts. The two problems to solve are automatic configuration (so that network managers need not worry about who is running what) and maintenance of consistency guarantees (so that NFS clients get at least the level of consistency that they would if all clients were using NFS).

7.1. Automatic recognition of Spritely NFS hosts

It is possible for Spritely NFS clients and servers to “recognize” each other in a sea of NFS hosts. Suppose that Spritely NFS were to use the same RPC program number as NFS; we can establish a set of rules that will allow Spritely NFS hosts to discover if their peers speak Spritely NFS or just NFS.
Consider a Spritely NFS client. It need not know if the server supports Spritely NFS (i.e., cache-consistency protocols) until it wants to open a file. At that point, it simply issues its open RPC. If the server speaks only NFS, it will respond to this with a PROC_UNAVAIL error code. The client can then cache this fact (in a per-filesystem data structure) and treat the file system as a pure NFS service.

A Spritely NFS server recognizes Spritely NFS clients because they issue open RPCs before issuing any file-manipulating RPCs. Thus, when a new client is added to the server’s client list, the RPC that causes this addition also tells the server what kind of client is involved.

If we want to follow this “automatic” scheme for recognizing Spritely NFS hosts, then it should work even with a client or server changes flavors. In principle, client changes should be easy to detect, since a client changing from NFS to Spritely NFS will issue an open RPC, and the server can check on each open to make sure that its client list records the client as a Spritely NFS host. A client changing back to NFS would reveal itself, sooner or later, by using a file that it had not previously opened. This trick requires the server to check a file’s consistency state on every RPC, which is otherwise unnecessary (this is normally the job of the client) and could add some slight overhead.

If a Spritely NFS server changes back to an NFS server, the Spritely NFS clients will detect this as soon as they do an open or close operation. If an NFS server changes into a Spritely NFS server, however, the clients might not realize this immediately. It might be possible for the server to signal its nature by the use of a callback, but this could cause problems to pure-NFS clients that are not expecting any callbacks.

Another approach, instead of basing automatic recognition on RPC procedure types, is to use a separate RPC program number for Spritely NFS. This makes the server’s task a lot easier; it simply distinguishes clients based on which program number they use. The server would not have to check to see if a client had previously opened a file in order to catch transitions between Spritely NFS and pure NFS. This does not, however, solve the problem of how a client realizes that a server has changed from NFS to Spritely NFS.

### 7.2. Consistency between NFS and Spritely NFS clients

When NFS and Spritely NFS clients are sharing a Spritely NFS file system, the NFS clients will not have the same consistency guarantees as Spritely NFS clients. However, the Spritely NFS server can guarantee the NFS clients no-worse-than-NFS consistency, by treating each NFS operation as if it were bracketed by an implicit pair of open and close operations.

In other words, if an NFS client reads from a file which is write-cached by a Spritely NFS client, the server first does a callback on the Spritely NFS client to obtain the dirty blocks. If an NFS client writes a file cached by a Spritely NFS client, the server does a callback on the Spritely NFS client to invalidate its cache. If this reduces performance too badly, perhaps Spritely NFS callbacks should optionally specify a particular block to flush or invalidate ... but I suspect that if such NFS-to-Spritely-NFS write-sharing happens at all, then it is likely to involve most of the blocks in a file.
8. Performance

Our original goal with Spritely NFS was to improve performance over NFS. Since NFS does not need to support a recovery protocol, we must show that the added recovery overhead in Spritely NFS does not eliminate our advantage. Note that the original, non-recovering version of Spritely NFS did better than NFS on realistic benchmarks even though NFS does not have to do any open and close RPCs; that is, Spritely NFS saves enough through better use of the client cache to make up for the extra RPCs.

The recovery protocol has two kinds of costs: in normal operation, there is a small overhead on each RPC, and after a server crash, there is a recovery phase. Since NFS has no recovery phase, it will always be faster at continuing after a server reboot. These should be rare events, so the cost of recovery will be amortized over a long period of useful work. At any rate, the server-centric approach should allow us to do efficient recovery, since we are not put at risk of server overload during the recovery phase.

The per-RPC overhead comes from the maintenance of the client list. I argued earlier that this is negligible; most of the time, we simply do a hash-table lookup to discover that the client is already known and not embargoed. Very rarely, we must update stable storage, but it is unlikely that a server would see such a high rate of new clients that this becomes a measurable overhead. In short, I do not think the per-RPC overhead will cause a measurable difference in Spritely NFS performance.

9. Software complexity

Since I have described this recovery protocol as “simple,” it seems appropriate to describe how much work it would take to convert an NFS implementation to support Spritely NFS with recovery. Note that the original Spritely NFS implementation was written in the course of a month or so by a programmer who had never before studied the Unix kernel. See [15] for details.

9.1. Client implementation issues

Starting with a client NFS implementation, the modifications necessary to support Spritely NFS are fairly simple. The open and close operations have to be implemented, the per-file data structures need to include cachability information, and the data access paths need to observe the cachability information. A daemon, patterned closely on the existing NFS server daemon, needs to be added to handle callback requests, along with “server” code to respond to the callbacks.

Very few changes are needed in other components of the client operating system. The code that manages the table of open and closed files (the equivalent of the Unix inode table) must inform the Spritely NFS client when a closed file is being removed from this table to make room for a new entry. It is also useful to provide a mechanism to remove dirty blocks from the file

---

7The per-RPC operations in the original Sprite recovery mechanism apparently made a small but measurable difference in the RPC overhead. This might have been because on each RPC request and reply, the code was forced to manipulate timers.
cache, for use when the file that contains those blocks is deleted (this improves performances by eliminating useless write-backs).

9.2. Server implementation issues

The changes to the server are obviously more extensive. For Spritely NFS without recovery, the changes were quite localized: the existing RPC server procedures were not touched, and all the new code related to handling the open and close RPCs and performing callbacks. Spritely NFS requires a small amount of stable storage to support the “generation number” mechanism used to detect certain conflicts. One 64-bit value kept per file system (or even per server), and updated every hour or so, should suffice.

To support recovery, the server code for all NFS operations has to check the client list on each RPC, and perhaps call functions to maintain the client list or do necessary callbacks.

Most of the complexity in the recovery protocol can be implemented in user-mode code. The Spritely NFS kernel code would have to provide some hooks so that the recovery process can disable the servicing of certain RPCs during the recovery phase.

In order to provide full consistency between Spritely NFS clients and local file system applications running on the server, there will have to be some linkages between the local file system’s open and close operations and the Spritely NFS state-table mechanism. For example, when a local process opens a file, this might require Spritely NFS to change a client’s cachability information for that file. The local file system must also support the disk-space reservation scheme described in section 4.1; this means providing a special form of the write operation that decrements the reservation.

10. Other related work

Several interesting papers related to recovery in distributed file systems have never been published. Rick Macklem worked on “Not Quite NFS,” an attempt to use the leases model to provide recovery for an NFS extended with a Sprite-like consistency protocol. Meanwhile, the Echo file system project at Digital’s Systems Research Center has grappled with a number of similar issues, especially those related to write-behind [5, 7, 16].

Mary Baker and Mark Sullivan describe a similar approach to state recovery [3], using a “recovery box”: stable storage for selected pieces of system state, to allow a system to reboot quickly. In their approach, a file server would store all the open file handles in stable storage, with the assumption that these are unlikely to be corrupted by (or just prior to) a crash. My proposal is more conservative, both in that it does not require low-latency stable storage, and because it makes far weaker assumptions about the effects of a crash. Their proposal, however, leads to much quicker recovery.
11. Summary

Spritely NFS was an interesting experiment, but without a recovery protocol it is not suitable for production use. The recovery protocol proposed in this paper, together with tying up some loose ends, should be enough to make Spritely NFS a real alternative to NFS. The mechanism is so simple, especially on the client side, that one can no longer claim that only a stateless protocol admits a simple implementation.

Even if Spritely NFS never becomes a real system, I believe that this bare-bones approach to recovery will be useful in other contexts. A similar approach is being used now in Sprite, and their experiences should validate the design.
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